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GM
Liaison
Speak
I have been associated with the company since its inception & even now after a small gap. I have mixed experiences during this period. I appreciate & thank Corporate Communication team for giving me the opportunity to share my thoughts and experiences with the
members of APNRL family.
I feel that there is a lot of scope for progress and success in terms of plant and personal development; we
have many opportunities ahead to achieve them. During the establishment of the company, we as a team
have faced many problems with the full support of the
management and the result is in front of everyone. Today APNRL, one of best power plant of the country is
standing on the land of Kandra. Recently, the company
has achieved many notable distinctions for which we
are all proud of. The company has won the award for
Water Management, and subsequently the Power
Plant Performer Award in the Eastern Region. Above
all, the company has successfully completed the first
phase of the booster dose vaccination campaign of Corona to ensure the better health of its employees, employees of the contracting agencies and the surrounding villagers connected with us.
Now, I want to share that each task, each assignment
has different challenges before completion but the
way you face the challenges, fight and overcome them,
that is more important.
Over the years, the world has changed, technology has
changed, and everything is changing in a subtle and
fast pace but what has not changed that is hard work.
There is no substitute for hard work in any situation.
So, do not give up the habit of hard work and dedication towards your responsibilities as this is the only
way to success. There is no subway or shortcut to
achieve success.
Wish you all the very best!
Arun Kumar
GM (Liaison)

Arun Kumar

Fight against COVID19 continues

(Detailed report on Page: 3)

Shri Sachin Kumar Agarwal took moral boosting visit
at the booster vaccination drive camp.
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Performer award to APNRL

APNRL once again got the crowning glory by bagging the award in Eastern Region for Power Plant
Performer Award conferred by Mission Energy.
APNRL adjudged winner 2022 in virtual platform.

Health: Baby
shower for
healthy child
Women empowerment
is the utmost priority at
APNRL and keeping in
view, the Womens’ Committee of APNRL had organized a quarterly
meeting at Sankalp Bhawan (BHEL Office).
Various points based on
amenities for female employees, their education/learning etc. were
discussed in a meeting.
The respective committee members Mr. N.S.P.

tion/learning etc. were
discussed in a meeting.
The respective committee members Mr. N.S.P.
Rao, Mr. Anil Soni, Ms.
Esha Choudhury and the
female employees of APNRL comprising of Mr.
Syed Khalid Parvez and
Mr. Sanjeet Sinha participated in the meeting.

In order to encourage good health and healthy living
through nutrition education, every month the Godh bharai
(baby shower) function organized in the Anganwadi Centers (AWC) with the support of ICDS, Gamharia for pregnant women as malnutrition is the main obstacle in the national development.
During the baby shower function, CDPO Mrs. Sadhna
Choudhary explained about the importance of safe delivery, preparation for birth, complementary feeding and
Supplementary feeding, immunization. She said that company is doing excellent work by organizing such kind of
program which would improve the diet of women further
lead to the birth of a healthy child.
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COVID19:

Booster dose
injects to 280
employees
Altogether 280 employees and villagers of vicinity villages have been benefitted in the COVID19 booster dose
vaccination drive organised by the
Company on 19th July, 2022 with the
support of district administration Seraikela-Kharsawan.
Adhunik Power was the very first company who organised the booster dose
vaccination drive in district SaraikelaKharswan.
However, altogether 280 comprising
employees and villagers vaccinated
with Covishield and Covaxin doses. The
villagers from other periphery villages
also showed enthusiasm to take the
vaccine to keep themselves safe from
the infection of COVID19.
A total of 243 men and 37 women vaccinated with booster dose during the
drive.

Shri Sachin Agarwal also visited at the
camp and encouraged the beneficiary
of booster dose. Mr. Arun Kumar
Mishra, CEO, extended his gratitude
and thanked to Seraikela Deputy Commissioner Mr. Arva Rajkamal simultaneously the entire district administration and medical team for its valuable
support. Speaking on the occasion Mr.
Mishra said that however the COVID19
cases got down at the moment but
safety and care should not be overlooked, this need to be kept in mind
for everyone.

Our Company Doctor Shri G P Murmu
and CSR Head Mr. Sanjeet Sinha said
that vaccination of booster dose is
very essential for every one as this has
enhanced human immune power to
keep them protected from the lethal
COVID19 disease.
The medical team of district administration, Seraikela-Kharsawan named
Mr. Devashish Mahato, Ms. Shashilata
Kumari, Ms. Meena Kumari and Ms.
Pramila Kumari, CSR, Medical and Admin Department of APNRL and support of villagers made drive grand success.

Achievement

IT department developed zero cost “IT assessment portal”

(L) A view of developed software (R) Ms. Neha Shrivastava of IT department.
Information & Technology Department achieved a great success by developing IT assessment portal on zero
cost. Ms. Neha Srivastava an officer
of IT department had designed and
developed a software who work to
handle and control the IT assets
I.Tnind.T. elaborated that they have
approached to vendor before for
software but they have quoted high

in a systematic way. Mr. Maninder
Singh, Head, I.T. elaborated that they
have approached to vendors for such
software but they have quoted high
rate for same. The assignment to develop and design the same software
by its own Ms. Neha has proactively
tiated

Initiated such development to save
company cost. Finally, effort met
with result in form of developed software called “IT assessment portal.”
This website can be accessed by clicking
on
this
link
http://172.18.2.216/asset.com
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Local vocal innovation: in-house conveyor belt roller
Promoting local vocal concept in the
plant area APNRL has developed inhouse conveyor belt roller setup in
an innovative way to strengthen
work efficiency and execution.
This entire system was fabricated
and installed by the CHP team. The
Director, Mr. Prakash Tiwari and
CEO, Mr. Arun Kumar Mishra has inaugurated and performed worship
of the conveyor unit system. This
system will help the CHP to escalate
speed of work.

AUGUST BIRTHDAY OF EMPLOYEES
APNRL wish you a very HAPPY BIRTHDAY. May God bless
you all with good health & prosperity and your sincerity
& hard work result in greater success for you.

Adhunik Power & Natural Resources Limited,
Padampur is playing an important role in improving the socio-economics conditions of local communities around which the company is operative.
A mammoth tree got unrooted and was blocking
the road which was creating trouble for the
Vridhrajpur villagers to travel for their destinations.
Villagers have requested APNRL for the troubleshooting of the problem as company have taken
this matter on top of its priority list.
Soon after APNRL arranged the JCB and tree cutter to cater the problem resulting road blocker
tree had been removed from the road.
Villagers have appreciated the quick response of
company and thanked wholeheartedly to the
company officials.
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Name
Mr. Ganesh Mahato
Mr. Santosh Kumar
Mr. Surendra Kumar
Mr. Shailesh Kumar Kamalia
Mr. Saurav Bhaskar
Mr. Arvind Kumar
Mr. Rajesh Kumar Mishra
Mr. Raj Mani Singh
Mr. Sohan Sardar
Mr. Dilip Kisku
Mr. Totan Sarkar
Mr. Akash Tudu
Mr. Ravi Shankar Prasad
Mr. Dinkar Kumar
Mr. Rajesh Kumar Mahato
Mr. Baljeet Singh Sansoa
Mr. Anil Tudu
Mr. Subhash Kumar Solanki
Mr. Sunil Kumar
Mr. Anil Kumar Soni
Mr. Avinash Deepak
Mr. Pratik Prakash Singh

Code
302616
302824
302745
302511
302753
302944
302196
302964
302721
302605
302895
302694
302283
302916
302462
302016
302690
302884
302842
408173
302852
302949

For any information, suggestion & feedback mail to:
corpcommunications@adhunikpower.co.in, baljeet@adhunikpower.co.in

Date
2nd Aug
2nd Aug
2nd Aug
5th Aug
5th Aug
5th Aug
9th Aug
10th Aug
11th Aug
12th Aug
12th Aug
13th Aug
14th Aug
16th Aug
20th Aug
20th Aug
23rd Aug
23rd Aug
30th Aug
30th Aug
30th Aug
30th Aug

